MEMORANDUM

TO: Political Section
   Embassy Buenos Aires

FROM: Ruth E. Hansen
       Political Section
       Embassy Panama

SUBJECT: Inquiry Concerning Jaime Dri

The enclosed letter and documents were referred to Embassy Panama by the White House.

We would appreciate your reviewing them and providing us with any information you may have on the case, or any pertinent background information.

ARGENTINA PROJECT (S200000044)
U.S. DEPT. OF STATE, A/RPS/IPS
Margaret P. Graefeld, Director

[X] Release  ( ) Excise  ( ) Deny
Exemption(s): _______________________________

Declassify:  ( ) In Part  ( ) In Full
( ) Classify as  ( ) Extend as  ( ) Downgrade to
Date _______ Declassify on _______ Reason _______